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Literacy: 
This week in literacy we will be reading the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Can you describe the 
characters and retell parts of the story?  
 
Homework: Please share your child’s library book (they will be changed every Tuesday). 

  

Mathematics:  
Our learning objective this week is to compare size (big and small). 
   

Nursery home 

learning:  

Week beginning  

5th October 

Other Areas of Learning:  
Expressive Arts and Design: Can you make an autumn dreamcatcher using items you might have 
collected from outside?  
 
This week we are learning about our 5 senses. 
Communication and Language: Can you describe how things feel when you touch them? What 
can you smell? What can you hear when you go outside? What can you can see out of the window? Once 
you have had something to eat can you describe what it tastes like? 
Play a memory game putting some items out on a tray then taking one away, can you remember what is 
missing? 
PSED: Can you talk about tastes, smells and sounds that you like? Can you talk about or point to the 
different senses we use? (eyes- looking, ears- listening, nose- smelling, mouth- tasting, hands- touching) 
Physical Development: Can you experiment moving around in different ways such as hopping, 
jumping, skipping, walking, running, crawling and slithering? Can you take big steps? Can you take small 
steps? 
Understanding the World: Feely bag with different textured objects. What can you feel? Can you 
sort the items into different categories e.g. hard, soft, cold, bumpy? Can you do a taste test and guess 
what it is that you are eating?  
Useful Websites 
Learn British council songs and stories: https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/  
Topmarks Maths Games: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?Subject=16&AgeGroup=1  
Cosmic Kids Yoga: youtube 
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